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A& D EQ UI PMEN T SAL ES D B A R O TASTAR
The Rotastar™ Screening Bucket is a global game changer! The Rotastar™ Screening

Bucket takes innovation, technology and speed to a whole new earthmoving level.

Engineered to rotate polyurethane stars mounted on shafts, the massive screening
area is designed to completely separate on-site materials into recycled, usable product:

uncontaminated fill and topsoil. Our customers have saved hours of time and the costs

of loading, transporting, tipping and purchasing suitable materials, all while remaining
environmentally proactive. The Rotastar™ is built to be a rugged, reliable workhorse with

The
Game
Changing
Bucket.

no case line necessary, only a one-way hammer circuit required, and a simple heavy-duty
chain drive.

The stars are flexible and designed to screen wet or dry material. Lightweight and

easy to transport, the Rotastar™ can easily reach the toughest project areas. There are

a variety of star and collar options that allow you to tailor the output to meet most job
requirements. Perfect for anything from landscaping to tough industrial projects, the

Rotastar™ is a must-have attachment for any size fleet. Low hydraulic requirements make

it an easy addition to most machines, from skid steers to excavators. Models from 2.4 to

The game changing Screening Bucket.

33 tons are available with custom
solutions. Dealers are welcome!

AL L U G R O UP
ALLU designs, manufactures, and sells products for adding value to customers in numerous applications for processing, separating,

sorting, mixing and crushing materials. Typical applications include soil and waste material recycling, processing contaminated soil,
transforming waste to usable material. Driven by customer needs, ALLU has innovated the methods and the equipment industry.
ALLU support consists today of own subsidiaries and a network of over 100 dealers in more than 30 countries.

Products: Transformer Screening and crushing Buckets: They are built for efficiency reducing the number of process steps

needed on job sites, across all kinds of applications. The Transformer will truly transform the way you work - forever. The
unique ALLU TS structure enables three different fragment sizes with the same unit. It is a
quick and easy way to change from one screening job to another. We call this innovative
design, a Non-Clogging Structure.

ALLU AC Crusher: is designed to be efficient in every situation. Changing the fragment

size has been made as easy as possible. It is changed easily and quickly with the pin
adjusted method. You have 16 different fragment sizes are available on all models. The

jaw on the ALLU Crusher can be run in both directions which helps to avoid jamming or
bridging of the material, even with wet materials.

Processor and Soil Improvement: The ALLU Processor is a power mixer attachment for

a conventional excavator. This attachment converts the excavator into a powerful and

versatile mixing tool capable of penetrating and effectively mixing a variety of difficult
materials - everything from clay, silt, peat, sludge and sediment, to dredged material and
contaminated soil. The Pressure Feeder combined with the mixer

is the perfect tool for mass stabilization. It’s achieved by mixing

an appropriate amount of binder throughout the volume of the
treated soil layer.
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AMI ATTACH MEN TS I N C.
AMI Attachments Puts a New Spin on Tiltrotators
Offering the widest tilt range available and the most compact design in the industry, the AMI AXXISTM Tiltrotator - Powered

by NOX puts a new spin on productivity. Work all the angles for job site efficiency and reduced operating and maintenance

costs with this one powerful attachment. The AMI AXXISTM Tiltrotator is available in five models for up to 20-ton excavators. It

can be attached directly to your machine for use with all of your attachments, or sandwiched using a standard hydraulic coupler
for easy removal of the tiltrotator when not required. Pair it with the AMI Graptor® bucket or the AMI Jawbone to gain the
use of a thumb you can position in any angle you need, without repositioning.

Combining 360° continuous rotation with 100° tilt range, the AMI AXXISTM Tiltrotator gives operators the ability to dig,

shape

and

grade

with

precision,

agility and speed. The fully enclosed
system eliminates cylinders, reducing
maintenance and increasing durability.

An oil-based worm gear powers the
rotation

while

the

helical

actuator

provides constant torque throughout

the full tilt range. The compact design
means operators can dig narrower
trenches without obstruction.

To support the additional controls of

the AMI AXXISTM Tiltrotator, included are
two SVAB brand L8 ergonomic joysticks,

configured to match your excavator and
operator needs.

The AMI AXXISTM Tiltrotator also

offers the NOXGeo upgrade, which

connects the tilt and rotate functions
directly to your GPS control system
for precision operating capabilities. A
large, bright touch display allows easy

setup with all-day visibility. The system

includes auto calibration and individual
profiles for each attachment.

Backed by AMI's 2-Year Limited Warranty.

F O R MO RE IN F O R M AT IO N ,
P L E AS E CON TA C T
MR. BERNIE HOWORTH:
bernie@amiattachments.com | 800-556-9452
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ESCO G R O UP L L C
ESCO® Attachments and Industry-Leading Ultralok® and Nemisys® Tooth Systems
ESCO produces reliable, performance-driven excavator and wheel loader buckets built

for the world’s most demanding conditions. Engineered to deliver payloads that increase
production and reduce operating costs, buckets are available in a range of duty classes,

including extra heavy-duty. XHD buckets are made to withstand heavy, high density
material, severe-duty and high impact.

The cost-efficient, low profile Ultralok tooth system performs in a full range of machine

applications. The integrated lock makes it a true two-piece system, reducing inventory
over traditional three-piece systems. Ultralok points are easily installed and removed with

a simple pry tool, and the integrated lock means no pins to order, lose or mismatch. The
Ultralok tooth system is available for both excavator and wheel loader buckets.

The Nemisys tooth system is a field-proven performer with installations on over 750

machines worldwide. Initially developed for large mining shovels and excavators, the

system is now configured for optimum performance on wheel loaders. The Nemisys tooth

system features an integrated single-side lock for easier and faster removal to minimize
machine downtime during maintenance cycles. The hammerless

lock provides improved engagement with the nose to significantly
reduce the chance of point loss and unplanned downtime.

TOUGH JOBS

WANTED
ULTRALOK AND NEMISYS ARE PERFECT FOR YOUR TOUGHEST PROJECTS
®

www.esco.weir
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H KX, I N C.
HKX Inc. is the leader in aftermarket hydraulic kit solutions for excavators sized from

5 to 150 metric tons. HKX offers a wide range of kits to fit nearly any application on
nearly any excavator.

From a basic hydraulic thumb kit to full tool carrier machine conversions, HKX kits

provide support for most attachments including demolition applications, forestry tools,

steel shears, concrete crushers, hydraulic hammers, plate compactors, pile drivers,
material handling equipment and nearly any other excavator mounted tool available.

HKX kits are engineered to install quickly, work seamlessly with existing OEM machine

systems and monitors, and perform better than competing OEM or other aftermarket
products.
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FAE USA, I N C.
The UML/SSL mulcher for high-flow compact track loaders is one of FAE’s most popular and bestselling mulchers. This
attachment is incredibly versatile, with a two-speed (VT) hydraulic motor, an optional bite limiter rotor and FAE’s innovative
SONIC system. It is available in 62-inch and 72-inch cutting widths and is designed and built for CTLs from 90 to 130
horsepower with hydraulic flow from 34 to 53 gpm.
This newly redesigned model features a reengineered mulching chamber that allows more material to enter at once, a fully
enclosed body that prevents debris from entering the frame area, a new door operating system, an optional diverter valve,
adjustable skids, a safety and anticavitation valve, a polychain belt transmission, dual row protection chains, an enclosed
motor, and several tooth options to choose from.  
The FAE UML/SSL mulcher is a heavy-duty machine used for
many vegetation management applications. The most common
are forest fuel reduction and forest maintenance, right-of-way
maintenance such as roads or power lines, oil and gas, and other
utilities. It is also the preferred machine for making food plots,
cleaning pond banks, and clearing for
commercial and residential developments.
The easy maintenance, high productivity
and reduced operational costs make the
FAE UML/SSL the preferred CTL mulcher
across the industry.  
Please visit us at www.faeusa.com.

INVEST N O RTH ER N I R EL AN D
Northern Ireland is a global leader in the materials handling industry, manufacturing over
40% of the world’s tracked mobile crushing and screening equipment, as well as mobile
stackers/conveyors and wet processing equipment. In addition to being the home to over
100 materials handling equipment brands and components manufacturers – including,
for example, multiple Terex Materials Handling brands – Northern Ireland companies also
manufacture innovative attachments: Quick couplers from Strickland Manufacturing and Hill
Engineering, booms and grapples from McQuaid, and ground engaging tools and wear parts
from GES. Invest Northern Ireland can connect you with companies expanding globally and seeking North American partners
and dealers. Find out more and search our company directory at www.investni.com/materialshandling.

L AB O UN TY
LaBounty® has supplied the most reliable shear and demolition attachments to the market
since 1973. When LaBounty invented the mobile shear in 1977, it drastically improved metal and
concrete processing and transformed an entire industry. With business output and efficiency top of
mind, LaBounty continues to deliver mechanical and digital innovations that put customers at the
forefront of productivity. Backed by one of the industry’s best warranties and a world-class service
and support team, users can spend time focusing on what matters most; because we know it’s
what’s on the ground at the end of the day that counts.
Featured Products: Multi-Jaw Demolition Tool (MRX) | Mobile Rotating Pulverizer (MRP) |
MSD Mobile Shears | Mobile Demolition Grapple (MDG) | LaBounty Mounted Breakers | Mobile
Demolition Processors | Universal Processors (UPX) | Mobile Hydraulic Pulverizer (MHP) | Mobile
Shear Replacement Blades
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NEW BL/EX RANGE
LIMITLESS PRODUCTIVITY

Achieve new levels of productivity with the BL1, BL2, BL3 and the new BL4/EX/VT forestry mulchers for
excavators from 18 to 25 tons. The innovative Bite Limiter technology reduces power demand and promotes a consistent working speed, guaranteeing excellent performance when mulching any type of wood.

(770) 407-2014 - info@faeusa.com
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G EI TH
Geith, a worldwide leader in the design and manufacture of excavator

attachments, has launched its new Geith Tilting (GT) quick coupler. The new
attachment is in stock and ready to ship from Geith’s Atlanta warehouse.

The GT quick coupler is available for 2-ton to 27-ton excavators, and allows

operators to tilt any bucket or attachment up to 180°. It includes a variable pin
center design that allows operators to easily pick up and swap the widest range

of OEM attachments. Additionally, the coupler can reverse buckets to allow the
operator to excavate against walls and under pipes.

The durable, compact design not only minimizes the tip radius extension, but it

also employs a mechanism that allows for more control of attachments with minimal
drift, allowing operators to achieve different angles and positions with ease. For

more information on Geith, go to www.geith.com/en/product/tilting-quick-coupler.

PAL AD I N
Paladin is the one-stop shop for quality, productive and powerful attachment tools. It is
one of the largest independent manufacturers of coupler systems and attachment tools for
carriers, from small compact tool carriers to large excavators.
We serve many customers, from strategic OEM partners to rental companies to end users,
through our extensive dealer network. Our core principles in customer service and innovative
design lay a foundation of putting customers’ needs first and working with each partner to
provide products that accomplish their goals and exceed their expectations.
Featured Products: FD60 High-Flow Forestry Disk Mulcher | Mini-Excavator Brush Cutter | Bradco SS High-Dump Bucket |
Sweepster SS Sweeper SB 215

AED'S C O S T O F D O IN G B U S I N E S S R E P O RT I S NO W AVA I LAB LE
The report includes a compilation and
analysis of financial and operations data
segmented by sales volume, line of
business, regions (based on climate), rental
emphasis, and high-profit distributors.
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PURCHASE THE
REPORT TODAY
BY SCANNING
THE QR CODE

T

ISO 13031

G

E LOCKIN
RIPL

COMPLIANT
QUI

CK COUPLER

IS YOUR QUICK
COUPLER SAFE &
COMPLIANT?

Every day, across the world, buckets fall from excavators
causing serious injury and even fatalities. As reported by OSHA,
this is frequently caused by buckets disengaging
unintentionally from excavator quick couplers. Geith believes
it’s everyone’s responsibility in this industry to prevent these
accidents from happening. Is your Quick Coupler safe & ISO
13031 compliant?

See more at www.geith.com
T: 800-762-4090 E: ussales@geith.com
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LEAD ING ED G E ATTACH MEN TS, I N C.
Leading Edge Attachments Inc.® is the design leader of excavator, backhoe and skid steer rock-ripping and land-clearing

attachments. The company is a Massachusetts corporation designing and offering attachments and couplers for the construction
equipment industry since it was founded in 2002. Our sales and engineering facility located in Massachusetts is equipped
with state-of-the-art computer-aided design equipment to quickly meet our customers’ needs. The manufacturing facility

in Wisconsin is staffed with experts knowledgeable in heavy fabrication and manufacturing techniques for the construction
equipment industry.

At Leading Edge Attachments, we pride ourselves on being able to design and deliver high-

quality construction equipment that greatly increases versatility. Our award-winning attachments
are developed by working closely with contractors to satisfy their needs. Because of this working

development, along with our many years of engineering and construction equipment background,

eading
dge
ttachments,
digrock Inc.
TM

we can design and produce the highest quality, most durable equipment available on the market.

We realize that downtime costs the equipment owner/operator time and money, and as a result,
we strive to provide products that do not fail. We continuously seek feedback and suggestions
from our customers on ways to improve our products, or ideas for new products that make jobs
quicker and easier for the equipment user with minimal maintenance and downtime.

The image shown is of our popular Fang Rake. This rake has no cross-members and is made of

Swedish alloy steel Hardox 450. It is productive for land clearing or stump removal, and when used

with a thumb, it acts like a grapple. We also offer our Wolverine stump ripper/puller, along with our
many award-winning rock-ripping attachments.
Visit www.digrock.com

Multiply Your Money!

with the award winning excavator rock ripping
Hi-Cap
Multi-Ripper
Bucket

Multi-Ripper®
Bucket

VISIT CEDMAG.COM
TO VIEW THESE LISTINGS ONLINE
AND TO READ ARCHIVED ISSUES.

DigNRip
Bucket

6 to 9 times the force
of a standard bucket
Rips the sides and bottom
of the trench flat
with no depth limitation
ock

Bedr

TM

“SHanks on an ARC"
technology

operators claim: “the best attachment I ever bought”
eading
dge
ttachments,
sales@leattach.com
digrock Inc.
508-829-4855
"Leader in Excavator Rock Ripping Attachments"
TM

®

digrock.com
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SCAN THE CODE BELOW:

®

NPK CON STR UCTI O N EQUI PMEN T I N C.
NPK's U-Series Concrete Crushers effectively handle any demolition and recycling operation! NPK Crushers easily crush
through reinforced concrete and cut through light steel structures allowing material to be separated and recycled, simultaneously
permitting easier handling of material.
Maximum crushing/cutting forces for more efficient separation of concrete and rebar:
• Powerful crushing forces increase when jaws meet
resistance, as the exclusive NPK cylinder intensifier
converts flow to pressure.
• The combination of high forces with smaller cylinders leads
to NPK’s Crushers having the shortest cycle time in the
industry and provide a greater power-to-weight ratio.

• NPK’s compact hydraulic intensifier system provides faster
cycle times compared to competitive units using larger
cylinders that require higher amounts of flow to produce
an equal amount of productivity.

Designed for performance & easier maintenance:
• NPK U-Series jaw/tooth configuration
utilizes a high-profile center tooth and
lower profile teeth on both sides of the
movable jaw; enabling NPK Crushers to
be used for both primary and secondary
crushing operations.
• Abrasion resistant, high strength, alloy
steel teeth provide decreased wear and
increased durability.
• "R" models allow 360° power rotation
for maximum versatility.

• Tooth replacement is easy and more
efficient due to the bolt-on replaceable
tooth plate on the movable jaw, and all
“A” models utilize a bolt-on replaceable
plate on the corresponding portion of
the fixed jaw. This decreases downtime
caused by repairs while increasing the
life of the crusher.
• Cutting-torch operations are eliminated
by a replaceable high-strength, steel
center cutter that slices through rebar
and light steel structures.

Manufactured and tested to the highest quality standards, NPK Crushers are backed by
the industry’s best service and support staff. NPK has an extensive network of over 350
distributor locations and the industry’s most comprehensive field service force to ensure you
receive the best support for your NPK Attachments!

THE ATTACHMENT
EXPERTS
Select the NPK Attachment that’s right for your application. We offer the largest selection of
attachments to fit the smallest mini-excavators and backhoe/loaders to the biggest
excavators in the market today!
Concrete
Crushers

Hydraulic
Hammers

Sheet Pile
Drivers

Demolition
Grabs
Demolition
Shears

Pedestal Breaker
Systems

Compactors

Material
Processors

For more information visit our website or contact us at
sales@npkce.com • (440) 232-7900

npkce.com
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MO N TAB ERT
Montabert Hydraulic Breakers
Montabert, a world-renowned manufacturer of rock breaking and drilling equipment,

is featuring its heavy breaker range, specifically the premium variable line. Montabert

variable breakers, managed by Montabert smart hydraulic design, can automatically
sense changes in material hardness and adjust impact energy and striking rate. This

unique-in-the-market feature provides high versatility, huge productivity increases,
reduced costs of ownership and a tremendously fast return on investment.

The latest addition to the range, the V7000, is the heaviest of Montabert breakers.

Designed for 70- to 120-ton carriers, this fully hydraulic breaker doesn’t require regular
nitrogen controls or recharges, and will provide maximum versatility, efficiency and
striking energy on job sites.

We welcome you to visit Suite D21 on the 29th floor at the AED Summit to learn

how we can support your dealership. Please contact Montabert at ussales@montabert.

com to arrange a meeting. Visit montabertusa.com to learn more about our products.

PEN G O
Pengo designs and builds industry-leading drilling products capable of attaching to a
wide range of prime movers. Each and every product is configured based on our emphasis
on producing modular drilling solutions, allowing us to stay modern and keep pace with our
dynamic customer base. Pengo’s signature orange tools have a reputation for performing
in the most demanding applications around the world. We take pride in ensuring that our
products give our customers an advantage on the job site. Performance wins!
COMPACT DRILLING DRIVES: Bandit Augers | EOS Mounts
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HIT better

V65
Montabert V65 breaker can automaacally sense changes in material hardness and adjust
impact energy and striking rate. No electronics here: everything is managed by Montabert
smart hydraulic design. This unique in the market feature provides high versaality, huge
produccvity increases, reduced costs of ownership and a tremendously fast return on
investment.
The V65 allows the operator to focus on the job with maximum eﬃciency, and support:
Th
secured hydraulic conneccons, energy recovery system, blank ﬁring proteccon, heavy
duty housing, automaac lubricaaon system...

montabert.com
montabertusa.com

The V65 is a 13,500 lb breaker, equiped with 8 inches diameter tools, suitable for 45 to 75
tons excavators.

Montabert and the Montabert logo are registered trademarks of Montabert S.A.S. in the United States and various countries around the world, and is part of Komatsu Mining Corp. since 2017.
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O KAD A AMER I CA, I N C.
Okada’s Compactor/Driver Line Adds a New Feature. Okada America Inc.’s boom-mounted compactors/drivers are

offered in five models: OAC 100, OAC 200, OAC 300, OAC 400 and OAC 500, designed for mounting on your loader/backhoe

or excavator. They range from 4,000 to 86,000 pounds. Impulse forces range from 3,150 to 22,000 pounds, and lifts range from
1-3 feet to 5-7 feet. These OAC models are rugged, versatile and reliable. Each packs plenty of power and performs a variety
of jobs. Delivering job cost-efficiency, they operate off the carrier’s own hydraulic system
and reach out to work anywhere the carrier’s boom can reach. Their rugged construction

and proven compaction technology make quick work of any compaction or driving job while
keeping your work crew safely out of the trench and eliminating the need for expensive

shoring. Okada has made its compactor/drivers even better with an optional backfill blade
for compacting trenches. It cuts down on the need for switching to a bucket. It’s available on
all models except the OAC 100. Advantages of Okada compactors/drivers:
•

Heavy-duty single-piece formed base plate for extra strength and stability.

•

Heavy-duty rubber isolators for operator comfort and to maximize energy forces to

•

Standard flow-control valve on all models for prevention of overflowing and over-

•

Custom mounting brackets available to fit most carriers.

•

Optional backfill blade for compacting trenches, which

the compaction plate.

speeding, which also helps ensure extended motor life.

cuts down on the need for switching to a bucket (available
on all models except the OAC 100).

OKADA.
ON THE JOB.
DOING THE JOB.
Carriers prefer demolition attachments made by Okada
America, Inc. Okada’s demolition attachments expand
the versatility of the excavator, mini-excavator, loader/
backhoe, skid-steer and track loader carriers.
Okada has a wide variety of attachments. Breakers.
Demolition Shears. Crushers. Pulverizers. Processors.
Grapples. Compactors. Screening Buckets. These
attachments are precision-engineered, productive and
dependable.
For the name of the Okada Distributor nearest you, call
1-800-270-0600. Okada. On the job. Doing the job.

www.okadaamerica.com

12950 SE Highway 212
Clackamas, Oregon 97015
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3701 Windmill Road
Joshua, Texas 76058

904 Medina Road
Medina, Ohio 44256
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ROCK L AN D MAN UFACTUR I N G CO .
Combine the versatility of the Krypto Klaw with the land-clearing abilities of an excavator rake, and you have yourself a

Krypto Klaw Grapple Rake! This new tool that Rockland has added to its attachment arsenal allows operators to get a firm grip
on large, bulky materials and debris using 100% of their excavator’s reach. Demolition

and land-clearing professionals know this is an essential benefit for jobs where reach and
grip are required.

The dual-cylinder clamp delivers more clamping force in all positions than any bucket

thumb, making the Krypto Klaw Grapple Rake a much better alternative to a standard

rake and thumb setup. It provides better control and greater gripping power, and you

can quickly drop the entire attachment when performing tasks that don’t require a clamp.
In addition, installation is easy and costs are minimal because there is nothing to weld

to the stick. Just pin on or connect with an excavator coupler. Then connect the hydraulic

fittings, and it’s time to get to work! Choose from two configurations: use the standard

design with a cutting edge, or equip the rake with pin-on replaceable teeth of your choice.
Rockland Krypto Klaw Grapple Rakes are proudly made in the USA and backed by our

no-nonsense, two-year/4,000-hour warranty. At Rockland, we believe in providing MORE:

more value, more quality, more products and more reliability. We guarantee our ship
dates, offer valuable (and tasty) loyalty programs, and provide
the best customer service in the attachment industry.
DO MORE with Rockland Manufacturing.
Visit www.rocklandmfg.com today!
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PR I N O TH
The M650h-2350 shows up in a new design and convinces with the following details.

The new M650h-2350 mulching head from PRINOTH, Germany, shows now up in a
new design and convinces with some features to complete our customers needs. The

machine is made for powerful and strong hydraulic carriers up to 400 hp and a volume
flow up to 570/min (150.6 gpm). With that it covers a wide range of volume. The

M650h-2350 is versatile with wide choices of interfaces. The Power transfer works with
a well proven efficient polybelts. For the toughest conditions PRINOTH made a strong
housing equipped with bolted liners with counter blades to create the finest quality
mulched material. The Mulcher is strong and reliable and is built against highest impacts

and loads. The benefit for our operators expands from minimum power requirements,
less fuel consumption and the best penetration capabilities for the highest demands.

The M650h-2350 comes with the option of two different push bars in a strong robust

design. Maximize your daily performance by using high quality tools and single-bolt
tool fastening that is secure and easily serviced from the rear of the tool holder.
This innovative tool system improves maintenance and tool

exchange drastically. Time savings of 6-% compared to other

tool systems. The original spare parts will be provided any time
from your PRINOTH Team. Best quality for your business.

SI MEX SR L
Simex VSE Screening Buckets
Available in four models for excavators from 8 to 45 tons, Simex VSE screening buckets are specifically designed for separating

different-sized materials directly on the job site. The exclusive Simex patent allows for rapid adjustment of the output size of

screened material using a control in the operator cab; shafts are instantly distanced and closed from each other, with a
maximum shaft travel of 40mm (1.6 inches). The operator gets three different aggregates with the same bucket: fine (0-15
mm), medium (15-30 mm), and coarse (larger than 40 mm). All VSE buckets are equipped with FIT, a brand-new tool system
that radically changes the way screening elements are composed, configured and
replaced. This system allows for multiple configurations depending on the materials

to be screened. Simex provides three different configurations, but many others are

possible. The recycling configuration is indicated for screening mixed material such as
dry clay, gravel, silt and peat; it is perfect for use as padding and bedding in pipelines.

The disaggregation configuration grants high performance with soil, peat, clay and
vegetal waste; it is often used for topsoil selection in the horticultural industry and

landscaping. The mixed configuration is designed for humid soil mixed with stones,
gravel and clay, and is particularly effective for volumetric reduction, light crushing and

topsoil screening in the horticultural and agricultural fields. The screening elements

that make up the shafts are composed of discs and blades of different diameters

perfectly matched to each other, producing a high swirl of the material to be screened,
even in the presence of moisture. Each element is composed of five independent parts
designed to interlock with each other, with no welding. They

are easily replaced without unstrapping the shafts: this means
75% lower maintenance costs, since it is possible to replace
even just a single disc or blade.
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HYDRAULIC MULCHER
FOR EXCAVATOR
& SKID STEER
Plug & Mulch for simplified mounting.

M450s
+ Perfect fit on skid steer
with 70 – 180 HP range
+ 63, 74.8 and 86 inches
working width available
+ Safety and stability thanks
to close center of gravity

M450e
+ Excavator range of 6 – 15 t
+ BCS (Bite Control System)
provides perfect results
+ No extra drain line
necessary

For an order write to sales.na@prinoth.com
or call 864-881-0552 for more information.
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SEPPI M. USA
MINIFORST cl with revolutionary CUT CONTROL rotor
The MINIFORST cl with new CUT CONTROL rotor has been engineered to meet the demands of mulching contractors where

a sharpenable blade is desired. The goal was to manufacture a rotor using the existing Mini Blade and proven tool holder but
with the addition of a gauge to reduce the depth of cut being made by the aggressive Mini Blades. The result is a rotor that

maintains SEPPI’s unprecedented recovery rate, improves efficiency and allows the operator to reach the ground if desired to
mulch all material to ground level with ease. The Miniforst cl is rated to mulch material up to 8 inches in diameter on carriers

with up to 63 GPM. With its exposed rotor and fixed tools with tungsten carbide inserts or Mini Blades, the Miniforst cl can

mulch everything from standing timber to brush and slash on the ground. An optional hydraulic hood is available on machines
equipped with tungsten carbide inserts and allows the operator to control the direction of flying material, making this Miniforst

CL one of the safest compact loader mulchers available. The powerful and reliable SEPPI MINIFORST cl was engineered
using wear-resistant, high-tensile steel to be lighter and stronger.

All units are standard with multiple rows of counter cutters to
provide a consistent, quality mulch. When paired with variable

displacement motors with M-BOOST technology, performance in
compact loader mulchers is taken to a new level.

Ease of service is key! The SEPPI MINIFORST cl is designed so

no tools are needed for daily service. All grease points are well
protected and accessible without needing to remove any panels.
And with U.S.-sourced components, there is minimal downtime in

the event of a ruptured hose or belt. The SEPPI MINIFORST cl is the
perfect combination of performance, durability and affordability.
.

patented fixed hammer system

• FORESTRY MULCHERS
• STUMP GRINDERS
• STONE CRUSHERS
for pto-tractors
excavators or prime movers

Contact us today to learn
about dealership opportunities
in your area!
ISOBUS control system
The mulcher functions are
monitored and controlled
directly by the on-board
computer in the tractor.

Call. USA +1 513-443-6339
info.usa@seppi.com
Contact us on:
www.seppi.com
www.youtube.com/seppimulcher
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2021 attachment showcase
R O AD W I D EN ER L L C
Road Widener’s Offset Vibratory Roller

Road Widener LLC, a leading manufacturer of innovative road construction equipment,
offers the industry’s first offset vibratory roller attachment. Its offset, patented design allows
the host machine to drive safely on flat ground while compacting sloping shoulders, ditches
and other hard-to-reach areas alongside the road, a task that has traditionally put road crews
in danger of rollover accidents, increased workers’ comp costs and led to poor safety ratings.
The offset vibratory roller attaches to most loaders, graders, compact track loaders and skid
steers, operating off the host machine’s engine and hydraulics. Using the host machine for power reduces maintenance by 90%
over self-propelled rollers while also offering the versatility of three interchangeable drum sizes and up to 30-degree pivot
angles. The offset vibratory roller easily fits on a common-width trailer with the host machine and compacts a variety of materials
including stone, asphalt, gravel and topsoil.
For more information visit www.roadwidenerllc.com.

STAN L EY I N FR ASTR UCTUR E
Stanley Infrastructure has a proud tradition of being a global leader in the development of
a wide range of innovative hydraulic products used in a variety of industries and applications.
We are a member of Stanley Black & Decker Inc., a 165-year-old company committed to
the manufacture and distribution of quality tools for professional, industrial, and consumer
use. We at Stanley Infrastructure are dedicated to providing our customers with innovative
customer-driven product designs, world-class performance, unmatched product support, and
superior value.
Featured Products: Vibratory Plate Compactors | Handheld Breakers | Chain Saws | Small Mounted Breakers | Power Unit HP28 | Large Mounted Breakers

VACUW O R X G L O B AL , L L C
Vacuworx SL 2 Subcompact Vacuum Lifting System
Lightweight and extremely versatile, the SL 2 Subcompact Vacuum Lifting System from
Vacuworx is the ultimate skid steer attachment. The SL 2 features a base unit – available
with manual or wireless remote control – with modular pad options. Featuring all-aluminum
construction, the patent-pending design has a hydraulically driven vacuum pump and can be
easily attached to any skid steer or compact tool carrier. Quick-connect hydraulic hoses make
switching attachments fast and easy so you can maximize productivity on the job. A factory
preset flow control valve ensures optimal performance. The SL 2 has a lifting capacity of up
to 4,400 lbs (2 tonnes) and can also be used with a variety of mini-excavators or small cranes
using the clevis hook connection. Not only is vacuum lifting a safer alternative than anchors
and chains, it also maximizes productivity by requiring fewer cuts and personnel.
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WORK SAFE,
HOME SAFE
E l i mi n a ti n g j ob s i te
fa ta l i ti e s re l a te d to
a c c i d e n ta l d rop p i n g of
b u c k e ts a n d a tta c h m ents

F

or construction contractors, equipment
dealers and manufacturers, safety
should be the number one responsibility.
Protecting our employees and our customers is
not negotiable and must be at the top of our
agenda as we make decisions each day.
Every day, across the world, buckets fall
from machines, causing serious injury and
even fatalities. As reported by OSHA, this
is frequently a result of buckets disengaging
unintentionally from excavator quick couplers.
Geith believes it’s everyone's responsibility in
this industry to prevent these accidents from
happening.
In 2002, when we invented the first safety
coupler, the endeavor was driven by the belief
that these accidents were avoidable and that
we could save lives. Geith worked with the UK
Health and Safety authorities to ensure that our
coupler would meet their regulation stipulating
that buckets could not fall off a coupler even
if hydraulic pressure was lost. The UK Health
and Safety authority went so far as to outlaw the
semi-automatic non-compliant couplers that
caused these accidents.
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International standards, such as ISO 13031
Earth-Moving Machinery – Quick Couplers
– Safety, has been a game changer across the
global construction sector. It was developed in
cooperation between global health and safety
organizations and machinery and quick coupler
manufacturers, with the goal to eliminate this
growing safety concern following several fatal
accidents where excavator buckets became
detached from quick couplers during operation.
The ISO standard outlines minimum operation
and safety requirements that quick couplers
must meet in order to be compliant.
Geith quick couplers surpass the requirements
of the standard with additional safety features
and control measures that set the bar high for
quick coupler safety levels.
Geith was the first manufacturer of
quick couplers to have both front
lock and rear lock attachment pin
connections as well as a curl-to-release
opening position, designed to enable
the safe, quick change of buckets and
other excavator attachments.

HOW IT WORKS

CONSTRUCTION

Understanding how these key safety features work in conjunction
with each other to provide a secure locking system is important in
selecting the best quick coupler.

Front Safety Lock
The Geith front safety lock is held in position by a powerful spring force
until its release by hydraulic force during the intended coupler operation.
The lock is also held in position by the cylinder force acting as a backup
redundancy mechanism, thereby preventing any movement during
working operations. It will retain the attachment pin in place in the event
of a misconnection, preventing the accidental dropping of a bucket when
an operator may think he has securely connected the bucket to the coupler.

Rear Safety Lock
The rear safety lock is the secondary safety feature backed up by two
powerful springs and a positive retention engaging plate that retains the
attachment rear pin in the event of hydraulic failure, ensuring the bucket is
retained securely at all times. An additional level of protection is provided
by standard hydraulic check valves in the coupler that protect against
unexpected cylinder movement in the event of a hose leak.

Curl to Release and Internal Safety Springs
Internal Safety Springs: Combining this level of safety features with
the industry-defining Curl to Release (which allows the attachment to be
removed only when it is in a safe position) provides a multilayered approach to the Geith safety concept that, after more that 20 years in production and more than 150,000 units supplied globally, has never been
bettered. These powerful spring-activated safety locks are robust and
dependable in all types of applications and environments and are a prime
consideration when evaluating a product’s reliability.

These features are not available on all quick coupler types
or brands even today. Regardless of the quick coupler you use,
ask yourself these questions: Is your quick coupler safe?
Is the quick coupler you offer your customers safe?
Wo r k Sa f e – H o m e Sa f e.

For more, see www.geith.com/en/product/hydraulic-quick-coupler/
Contact Geith at 800-762-4090 or email ussales@geith.com
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Don’t mi ss t h e S P E C IAL O P P O RT U N I T Y t o b e s h o w ca s e d in the
AWA RD W IN N IN G C E D M a g a z i n e a v a i l a b l e t o a l l co m p a nie s
tha t o ffe r i n d u st r y l e a d i n g e q u i p m e n t , p ro d u ct s a n d s e r vic e s.

AUGUST – ROAD BUILDING EQUIPMENT SHOWCASE
SEPTEMBER – COMPACT EQUIPMENT SHOWCASE
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER – EQUIPMENT TRAILER SHOWCASE
DECEMBER – 2022 CONDEX PREVIEW SHOWCASE

C ONTACT Y O UR SALES R EP FO R MO R E I N FO R MATI O N AN D TO B E
INC LUD ED IN A SH OWCASE, SPACE I S L I MI TED AN D W I L L UP FAS T !
Jon Cruthers
630-468-5127
jcruthers@aednet.org

Dennis Budz
630-468-5119
dbudz@aednet.org

Mike Kondrath
630-468-5121
mkondrath@aednet.org

TWO SH OW CASE O PTI O N S AVAI L AB L E
Standard:

Enhanced:

•

150 words and a product/service image

•

•

Complimentary for AED members

•

$1020 for non-members

300 words, product/service image, company
logo, contact with email and highlighted listing

•

Complimentary for AED members with ad

•

$510 for AED members without ad

•

$510 for non-members with ad

Upload your description, high resolution photo and logo to: bit.ly/CEDupload
*AED will resize images and logos to about 150 x 150 dpi.
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